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1
Medical Terminology 

Word Building

Most medical terms have three basic component parts. 

1. The root is the foundation or subject of each medical word. It

establishes the basic meaning of the word and is the part to

which modifying prefixes and suffixes are added. 

2. A suffix is a short word part or series of parts added at the end

of a root that modifies and gives essential meaning to the root. 

3. A prefix is a short word part added before a root to modify its

meaning. A prefix is not always present.

In addition, some medical terms are constructed using a com-

bining vowel. A combining vowel is used when a medical term

has more than one root or to join root to suffix. The most com-

mon combining vowel is the letter “o.” When the combining

vowel is written with the root, it is called a combining form.

P           R                                                          S

endoabdominal
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Medical Terminology

Spelling Medical Terms

When using medical terms, one must pay very close attention to

how a term is used and how it is spelled. Even a difference of

one letter in a word can change a term’s meaning. For example,

the root cyt means “cells,” whereas cyst means “bladder.” In

addition, thym is the root for the thymus gland, whereas thyr is

the root for the thyroid gland. 

Keep in mind the following points when spelling medical terms. 

1. Some words sound the same but are spelled differently and

have different meanings. Determine how the word is used in

context to know how to spell the term. For example: 

ileac iliac

(relating to the ileus) (relating to the ilium)

humerus humorous

(a bone of the arm) (funny)

2. Other words sound similar but are spelled differently and have

different meanings. For example:

abasia astasia

(inability to walk) (inability to stand)

brachial bronchial

(relating to the arm) (relating to the bronchi)

decimate desiccate

(to kill or destroy) (to dry thoroughly)
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Rules of Pronunciation

Rules of Pronunciation 

Practice is the main key for learning how to properly pronounce

a medical term. The information below will guide you through

the sounds some letters or letter combinations take on. For

more information and audio pronunciations, please refer to the

CD that accompanies this book.

Part 1: Medical Terminology

Letter Sounds like Examples
c (before a, o, u) k calorie, carotid

c (before e, i) s cecum, cirrhosis

ch k chloroform, chord

dys dis dyslexia

eu u eupnea

g (before a, o, u) g gate, gastric

g (before e, i) j gel

gn n gnat

ph f phlebitis, phobia

pn n pneumonia

ps psychosis

pt t ptosis, pterygium

rh, rrh r rhyme, menorrhagia

x (as the first letter 

in a word)
z Xerox
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Forming Plurals

Plurals are usually formed by adding “s” or “es” to the end of a

singular form. 

Exceptions are:

Singular Plural 

ending
Example

ending
Example

-a bulla -ae bullae

-is crisis -es crises

-ma stoma -mata stomata

-on ganglion -a ganglia

-um speculum -a specula

-us* radius -i radii

-ax pneumothorax -aces pneumothoraces

-ex cortex -ices cortices

-y autopsy -ies autopsies

*The words virus and sinus follow the general rules of making plurals

(viruses and sinuses); they are not exceptions.
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Combining Forms

Prefixes, Suffixes, 
and Combining Forms

The following is a list of commonly used medical term prefixes,

suffixes, and roots. Prefixes are followed by a hyphen, suffixes

are preceded by a hyphen, and roots are separated from their

combining vowel with a slash.

Part 1: Medical Terminology

Word Part Meaning

a- not, without, lack of, absence

ab- away from

abdomin/o abdomen

-ac pertaining to

acous, acus sound, hearing

acr/o extremity, end

ad- toward, near

aden/o gland

adip/o fat

adren/o adrenal gland, epinephrine

adrenal/o adrenal gland

adrenocortic/o adrenal cortex

aer/o air, gas

-al pertaining to

alg/o, algi/o, algesi/o pain

-algia, -algesia pain

ambly/o dim

amni/o amnion

amyl/o starch

an- not, without, lack of, absence

an/o anus

andr/o male
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Complementary and

Alternative Medicine Terms

Complementary and Alternative
Medicine Terms

acupressure A treatment involving the application of pressure

to those areas of the body used in acupuncture.

acupuncture A traditional Chinese therapeutic technique

involving puncturing the skin with fine needles to influence the

flow of qi (vital energy).

African medicine Traditional African therapeutic techniques,

based on naturopathic medicine, designed to treat the physical,

mental, and spiritual causes of disease. 

Alexander technique A system of educational therapy involv-

ing the use of minimal effort for maximum movement to improve

posture and alleviate pain.

allopathy A term used to describe conventional Western medi-

cine, in contrast to alternative or complementary medicine. 

Alpha Calm Therapy A therapeutic technique involving guided

imagery and hypnosis. 

alternative medicine A general term for therapeutic practices

that fall outside the realm of evidence-based mainstream medi-

cine and are intended as replacements for conventional medical

treatments. Alternative medical therapies fall into five main

groups: complete medical systems (e.g., homeopathy and Chi-

nese medicine), mind-body interventions (e.g., visualization and

yoga), manipulative and body-based methods (e.g., chiropractic

and massage), biologically based therapies (e.g., herbalism and
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Spanish-English Medical Phrases

Overview of Spanish Pronunciation

Spanish 

letter(s)
Equivalent English sound (in italics)

a Similar to father

b Similar to abnormal

c Hard when it precedes a, o, or u (similar to 

escape); soft when it precedes e or i (similar to 

pace)

ch Similar to child

cu Similar to question

d Similar to day when it begins a word; similar to 

e with in the middle or end of a word

Similar to sepsis; the Spanish “e” does not end 

with the glide of the English ey as in they

f Similar to perforate

g Similar to gout when it precedes a, o, u, or a 

consonant; similar to hospital when it precedes 

e or i

h Always silent

i Similar to see

j Similar to hospital

k Similar to make

l Similar to sleep

ll Similar to million 

m Similar to atomic

n Similar to comma when it precedes b, p, or v; 

silent when it precedes m; otherwise similar to 

learning

ñ Similar to onion
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Spanish-English

Medical Phrases

Spanish 

letter(s)
Equivalent English sound (in italics)

o Similar to low

p Similar to spit

q Similar to key

r Similar to hairy

rr Always trilled. Words spelled with one “r” have a 

different meaning than those spelled with two. 

For example:

• pero (but) and perro (dog)

• caro (expensive) and carro (wagon, cart, car)

• para (for) and parra (grapevine)

s Similar to basement

t Similar to stent

u Similar to flu

v Same as the Spanish b; similar to sable

x Similar to message when it precedes a 

consonant; otherwise similar to flex

y Similar to boy; when meaning “and,” similar to 

see

z Similar to city

Spanish vowels are almost always pronounced the same as

English vowels. They are short, tense, and neither drawn out

or glided.

There are two categories of Spanish vowels: strong vowels

(a, e, and o) and weak vowels (i and u). A combination of a

strong and a weak vowel or two weak vowels is pronounced

as a single syllable, forming a diphthong (an unsegmented

gliding sound in which the weak sounds [i and u] are barely

audible), such as in lengua, nueve, and biopsia. A written

accent over the weak vowel breaks the diphthong and forms

two separate syllables, such as in día and sangría.
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English Spanish

Emergency Response

Do you have difficulty ¿Tiene usted dificultad en

speaking? hablar?

Are you having any pain?
¿Tiene usted dolor

actualmente?

Where is the pain? ¿Dónde le duele?

Can you point to the area ¿Me puede indicar donde

where you feel pain? siente usted el dolor?

Do you ever have chest ¿Alguna vez tiene usted dolor

pain or discomfort? de pecho o molestia?

Have you ever had an ¿Ha tenido usted alguna vez

allergic reaction to a una reacción alérgica a 

medication? algún medicamento?

The meaning of a word can change with the addition of a written

accent. For example:

• Seria (serious) versus sería (would be)

• Continuo (continuous) and continuó (he continued)

• Papa (potato, especially in Latin America) and papá (father)

For more information and audio pronunciations, please refer to

the CD that accompanies this book.

Spanish Phrases
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